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“Technology trends will nudge the world economy away from global integration and back
toward local production and investment.” — Patrick Watson, “The World Gone Backwards,” in
John Mauldin’s Thoughts from the Front Line, August 7, 2016
BNSF second quarter 2016 freight revenues were off 15 percent due largely to a 42 percent
coal hit. Merch carload (Industrial Products and Ag only as auto is in Consumer Products at
BNSF) revenue was off by nine percent. Revenue units came down nine percent with coal off 34
percent and consumer products down four percent. Ag products was the hero, with total carloads
up six percent. RPU was down across the board — coal was hit hardest, down 12 percent. Merch
carload RPU was off eight percent.
Total revenue including “other” and fuel surcharges was $4.6 billion, off 15 percent. Operating
expense came down 14 percent for a 67.6 OR, a half-point better year-over-year. Net income was
$948 million, off 16 percent. Operating cash flow increased to 171 percent of net from 148
percent a year ago. Capex was $2 billion even, down 18 percent vs. a year ago, and free cash
flow after internal distributions was a positive $113 million, an improvement from the negative
$420 million a year ago. Retained earnings increased eight percent in six months.
Of six Class I roads reporting, BNSF had the smallest percentage decrease in merch carloads and
the largest percentage decrease in ops expense. Commodity details are scanty, but the big hits to
the Industrial Product car-count are “primarily for petroleum products and commodities that
support drilling, which reflects pipeline displacement of U. crude rail traffic and lower US
production,” and BNSF expects that to continue in the second half. Plastic pellets were up; no
comment on ag. Within Consumer Products, intermodal was down and auto was up, but not by
enough to offset the box business dip.
The BNSF shortline meeting is Oct 19-20, details to come anon. This quarter’s results will
provide an interesting frame. And with Q3 mostly gone by then, the conversations ought to be
quite lively. See you there.
Mauldin’s August 7 letter (see lead quote) poses a few quandaries for the railroads, the biggest
of which has to do with “energy unbanked.” The premise:
Fossil fuels are the lowest-cost option in most of the US, in part because we’ve made a huge
investment in their infrastructure. We have supertankers, port facilities, pipeline networks,
railroads, storage farms, power lines, gasoline pumps, and so on. All of them serve one
purpose: moving fuel from the place where it is produced to the place where it is consumed.
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This apparatus works surprisingly well, considering that it hasn’t advanced a great deal in
recent decades. It also points to the great weakness of fossil fuels: We must move them in
order to use them. Transporting fuel to wherever it is needed (and keeping adequate amounts
available at all times) is expensive and inefficient.
The argument then shifts to fossil-fuel alternatives from solar and batteries to wind and water.
Obviously, coal is the big hit here, but also consider the rails’ role in feeding the nat-gas and
crude-oil industries. Then there’s all the fertilizer going into the ground to feed the corn that
becomes ethanol that goes into your gas tank. We’ve seen what’s happening to the rails with the
demise of coal as our main source of electrical power. What happens when hybrid and electric
cars become the norm or when more households install solar panels?
The Letter goes on to say that the re-shoring of manufacturing, technology from robots to 3-D
printing, and dietary changes to more fresh and less packaged foods mean more of what we use
every day will come from near rather than far, in effect de-globalizing supply and a World Gone
Backwards.
For dessert, see the end-chart from Dan Keen’s August Rail Time Indicators for the AAR page
4). Seeing so much red ink is distressing, to say the least. Dan writes in his accompanying notes,
“U.S. rail carloads fell 8.8 percent (99,530 carloads) in July 2016 from July 2015, their 18th
straight year-over-year monthly decline.”
And though the GDP sputters along at low growth rates, specific hazards remain for the rails.
Dan again: “The components of GDP that matter most to railroads because they generate freight
(e.g., consumption and trade of goods, housing, business investments in structures and
equipment) have seen negative growth for three straight quarters. It’s not much of a consolation,
but the 8.8 percent decline for July and the 7.0 percent decline in June 2016 are the two smallest
year-over-year percentage declines for total carloads since Sep and Oct 2015.
These are precisely the merchandise carload sectors feeder lines depend on, and the trends make
one ask whether the railroads are losing their relevance in the de-globalizing economy. My view
of where the rails will be in five years: Intermodal for finished goods and small plastic gadgets,
certain industrial chems, bulk goods from ferts to frac sand to grain to lumber, and specialty
construction aggregates.
Carload direct for single-car shipments, other than the above, will largely disappear, replaced by
Class I transloads, short-haul truck direct and intermodal. Three-D printing will mean making
what you want, where you want, when you want. The rails may get the raw materials; truckers or
even UPS/Fedex get the finished goods to haul around the close-in customer service area. Lowdensity Class I branch lines and several hundred short lines will be at risk.
In sum, my thesis beyond coal is that in a two-percent economy there is less stuff moving than in
a three- or four-percent economy. Finished goods from corn pone to white goods are less in
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demand, so you need less raw material stuff to meet what demand there is. Lower demand for
finished goods equals fewer goods moving to market, and what goods are moving are moving by
truckloads, not carloads, in amounts more fitting for smaller inventory loads. So, yes, it could
well be a freight recession, and the bloom is off the Railroad Renaissance.
The bloom is off because at Staggers all kind of new doors were opened, but now it’s all
Business as Usual. Now gather and surmise: Luther and others translated the Bible into the
vernacular and the printing press got The Word around. Everybody got used to it. Now the
printed word is down to paperbacks and bodice-rippers. The “Wow Factor" (credit Blaze with
that) of the printed word seen for the first time is gone.
So it is with the railroads: the Staggers Wow Factor of contract pricing and pricing to what the
traffic will bear without the ICC looking over your shoulder has morphed into order-taking and
pricing by computer model to maximize revs. and minimize cost. The essential purpose of any
business — creating customers — has been lost.
We’re not solving for what it’ll take to make the railroad product preferential to the truck load.
Maybe the rails need to get out of the selling carload business altogether and turn that over to the
third parties, as many did with intermodal eons ago. Mike Haverty got it right: “Mr. Hunt, I have
this train and I’d like you to fill it”. That can work even in a two-percent economy.
To which one of my brain-trust correspondents replies, “Something structural MAY be
happening that's bigger than a rail problem, which would show up as lost volumes (to other
modes).” Another correspondent adds, “ Something is indeed going on that is starting to
disconnect rail from GDP.” And that brings us back to what Dan Keen is telling us.
What we’re seeing is a huge structural change in the transportation market place. There IS a
structural change: the rails are less relevant than they were just 20 years ago. New distribution
centers are springing up all around with little or even no access to rail. See Exit 8a on NJTPK,
I-78 w of Allentown. Many, many truck doors, few if any rail doors. (Though, one must admit,
those truck door accommodate intermodal containers as well.)
Rail — particularly carload rail — has become an afterthought rather than the first thought as a
supply chain solution. That’s structural change. What are we going to do about it?
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